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embodiment in instrumental artifacts, a hermeneutical shift in the subjectobject cut, and the assimilation of instrumental signals to a text. (6) Technological artifacts make possible modes of observational givenness which, unlike
experimental science, are constituted by human technical interests; within this
context scientific terms are used with analogical meanings. (7) Quantum
mechanics as a physical science gives a logical model, the Q-lattice, for the
relation between context-dependent and dialectically related languages, that
is, languages supposing relatively non-compossible modes of subjectitiy. (8)
Quantum mechanics cannot be understood without recourse to a transcendental
language that is the dialectical synthesis, in a Q-lattice, of physics and psychology. (9) The hermeneutic aspects of natural scince and technology have
momentous consequences for the evolution of human subjectivity and the lifeworld.
Adresse des Autors:
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The topic for this session, when isolated and typed, is in fact a rare
species of a rather common genus, namely, the phenomenology of natural
science. Moreover, the paper before us identifies an even rarer subspecies,
the hermeneutics of natural science, which in most quarters would
certainly be viewed as a monstrous hybrid. For ever since the days of
Schleiermacher and Dilthey, hermeneutics has become the method
distinct to the human sciences and distinguished sharply from the method
employed by the natural sciences.
It is in fact surprising how this species of phenomenology even today
is seldom pursued. Aside from Professor Heelan's unique and most
welcome contributions in this direction, one might recall Joseph Kockelman's work along Heideggerian lines and look forward to the forthcoming
book promised by Aron Gurwitsch in the tradition of Husserl. And yet,
in view of the latest developments-in the philosophy of science, it seems
that the time is ripe for phenomenologists to take advantage of decades
of incubation and programmatic maneuvering by applying the categories
thus developed to some of the issues raised by the new philosophy of
science.
After a promising start by Hermann Weyl, Oskar Becker, Hedwig
Conrad-Martins, Moritz Geiger and others, the application of phenomenological categories to the more specific philosophical issues of natural
science lapsed into a state of neglect by the second generation of phenomenologists. Aside from contingent historical factors, one major reason
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for the retarded development was the more obvious affinity of phenomenological categories to the human sciences. But another may well have
been the bad press which the trailblazers of phenomenology appeared to
bestow cn that prototype of Science, mathematical physics. Exemplary
of this negative aura are Husserl's critique of the historical issue of
Galileo's mathematization of nature, Merleau-Ponty's flat assertion that
the directive to return to the things themselves is from the start a
"dis~[vowal of science", and Heidegger's scandalous statement that
"science itself does not think." But in time, it became clear that the fundamental thrust of this critique was directed not against science itself, but
against the cultural excesses of scientism and its close relatives, objectivism and technicism. At the present moment, this general overhaul of the
image of science historically transmitted to us -- which Professor Heelan
(hereafter "H.") ambiguously labels "historical science" -- is receiving
strong sympathetic resonances from other fronts out of the current
melting-pot situation in the philosophy of science:
1. In continental Europe, the assumption of certain elements from
phenomenology into the metascience of ideology critique, identified
by Gerard Radnitzky as the "hermeneutic-dialectie school" led by
Habermas and Apel, who have proposed a philosophical anthropology
of knowledge. Habermas' "cognitive interest" bears manifest relations to similar notions in Husserl and to Heidegger's comprehensive
notion of "care" or "concern," and Apel's communication apriori
strongly suggests the social dimension of the life-world.
2. On this side of the continental divide, the emergence of a revolt of
landslide proportions against positivism in favor of an image of
science stressing its character as ongoing research in concrete historical context (Hanson, Kuhn, Toulmin), the role of subjectivity in
science (Polanyi) and a presupposition theory of meaning (the above
and Feyerabend).
It is therefore not surprising that the paper we have just heard spontaneously enters into dialogue with and even borrows from these reinforcing trends on-the current scene. Among so many kindred spirits, the
atmosphere is indeed propitious for the resurgence of the phenomenology
of natural science.
After these general remarks on the status of the art of phenomenologizing about natural science, my more particular commentary follows H.'s
identification of four dimensions neglected by previous philosophers of
natural science and naturally, though not always cleanly, articulates
into tile pairs: ontological and hermeneutical; historical and dialectical.

Ontological and Hermeneutical
The locus classicus for the phenomenology of natural science has become,
I believe, the extended section 9, entitled "Galileo's Mathematization of
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Nature," of the Krisis-article of 1936. Here, Husserl traces the intentional
history of modern science that led to the naive ontologizing of scientific
formalisms as well as exactly the opposite tendency of considering these
formalisms as mere technical devices for the sake of practical control,
and proposes to adjudicate the ontological status of theoretical entities by
radically retracing the intentional activities that produced them back to
their incipient motivation in the prepredicative encounters in the lifeworld of perception. Thus, scientific realism is to find its justification in
the realism of perception. Three basic theses of such a radical phenomenology may be singled out: 1) Ontological primacy of the pre-predicative
world of perception; 2) Genesis of the theoretical structures of science
from the life-world through the intentional processes of ideation, idealization and algorithmization; 3) A measure of isomorphism between the
scientific structures and the invariant structures of the life-world.
In contrast to the radical reduction of the idealized scientific world to
the original life-world of perception, H. proposes to lower the viewingaltitude a bit and plunge us directly into the thick of the life-world of the
individual laboratory scientist (e. g. at Brookhaven National Laboratory),
who in his daily experience is not only surrounded by but also so intimately
wedded to his ammeters, Geiger counters, bubble chambers, cathode-ray
tubes, reactors and computers that his life-world, contrary to the opinions
of orthodox phenomenology, is in fact populated by magnetic fields,
atomic events, cosmic radiations and the like, and he is acutely aware of
the real hazards of aberrant neutron clouds. The spontaneous conviction
of realism on the part of the scientist is to find its justification in what H.
considers to be of the essence of science, namely, the employment of
instruments and measuring processes, in which the abstract models of the
theoretician are applied and only then achieve their raison d'Stre.
By contrast, Husserl's stress on the idealized model per se as the center
of science betrays itself even in his remarks on experimental science. To
quote from the Krisis-articte: "But experimental physicists as well are
constantly oriented in their work toward ideal poles, toward numerical
magnitudes and general formulae. Thus in ALL natural-scientific inquiry
these are at the center of interest. All the discoveries of the old as well as
the new physics are discoveries in the formula-world which is, so to
speak, coordinated with nature, v' Even experimental science thus falls
under the condemnation of Sinnentleerung, the progressive depletion of
intuitive meaning through the increasing formalization and technization
of science.
And yet formalization cuts both ways. The Galilean genius both conceals and discovers, as Husserl himself notes z. And it is this enrichment
of meaning that H. tries to specify in his descriptive phenomenology of the
scientific form of life and its life-world. He even maintains that the formal
1 E d m u n d Husserl, The Cris~s o/European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology,
translated b y David Cart (Evanston: Northwestern UP, 1970) p. 48.
t Ibid., p. 52.
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patterns of science incorporated in measuring processes provide insight
into the structural reality of otherwise imperceptible realities, so that
electrons, cosmic rays and magnetic fields are just as leibhaflig, present in
the flesh, as grains of sand, water waves, and wheat fields wafted by the
West wind. Scientific entities are therefore given in an intuition which, if
I understand him rightly, is just as perceptual as in daily life, where
human perception is understood to be always at least language-laden if
not theory-laden. For the given becomes a myth only when it is made
antecedent to linguistic .conventions, past history, learning experiences
and the use of instrumental aids a. All observation is "observation in the
symboP," whether the symbol is provided by ordinary language or a
scientific instrument.
Accordingly, observation is judgmental in nature. From the examples
cited, the observational judgments that H. seems to have in mind are
particular iudgments of reaiistie intent which affirm that an entity is. It
is not clear whether something may also be affirmed observationalty
about what it is, e.g. whether the electron is an individual substance with
attributes or a more generalized structural state of affairs. Perhaps the
two kinds of affirmation are not totally separable. Recall the recent
discussions arising out of atomic physics concerning the nature of explanation. The redness of blood is not really explained by pointing to its red
corpuscles. To avoid the vicious circle, the early atomists accounted for
secondary qualities in terms of primary geometric qualities. But mathematical advances far beyond Euclidean geometry permit present-day
physicists to develop theories to account for primary qualities as well. In
modern physics, the elementary particles possess geometrical properties
in no higher degree than any other sensible quality. Thus all the qualities
of the particle are derived. Fundamentally-, "it" has no immediate and
direct physical properties at all. So I wonder how H. would respond to the
conclusion of this line of argument, namely, that the elementary particle
of modern physics is "in principle unobservable 5.''
According to H., the scientist at first infers the existence of the elementary particle from the track it causes in the bubble chamber through
ionization and vaporization, but with experience there comes a time
when he sees the particle in and through its track, sees the magnetic field
intensity in the pointer, and hears the charged particle in the click of the
counter. Argumentation inferring the unseen from the seen is replaced by
direct affirmation of the observation of something real and objective. The
interaction between the instrument and the natural phenomenon is no
s Patrick A. Heelan, "Nature and its Transformations," Theological Studies X X X l I I
(1972) 486--502; esp. p. 492.
* Partick A. Heelan, Quantum Mechanics and Objectivity, (The Hague: Nijhoff, t965)
p. 31.
5 For a summary and some references pertaining to this discussion among philosophers
of science, cf. my article, "The Reality of the Electron," Philosophy Today V I I I (1964)
56--65.
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longer viewed in terms of the physical relationship of cause and effect but
as an intentional, that is, a linguistic-relation between signifier and
signified. The scientist immersed in the instrumental context of his
laboratory milieu thereby enters intimately into the meaningful text
which nature has been made to inscribe on his instrument, just as a child
becomes indentified in his being with the mother tongue of the world in
which he finds himself. Anyone who has spent any time in a foreign
country becomes acutely aware through default of how much the textures
of his native language are second nature to his person and the medium of
disclosure of his world, and therefore how limp the comparison of a
language to readily removable clothing and disposable tools is.
For the laboratory scientist, the Book of Nature is written in the sign
language variously expressed by moving pointers, resounding beeps and
clicks, computer print-outs, etc., a conventional language in view of the
infinite variability of the means available for its expression, and yet in
some sense also a natural language, it seems to me, insofar as one recognizes -- as one has been inclined to do since the development of quantum
mechanics -- that the instrument belongs essentially to the scientific state
of affairs that it reveals, so that it receives its determination from what
it discloses, from the world that it articulates. H.'s account of a noninferential observation in and thru the experimental symbol accordingly suggests not only a shift toward the intentional reality of the sign but
also what Merleau-Ponty calls an intentional transgression and mutual
encroachment between signifier and signified, where one inhabits the
symbolic net of the instrumental context with such intimate familiarity
that there is no experiential distance between the sign and what it intends.
With our description now reduced to the experiential level of compenetration and mutual implication of signifier and signified, it is an easy step
to entertain the possibility of a reversal in the direction of the bestowal
of sense, so that Sinngebungm a y be not only centrifugal but also centripetal. In other words, there m a y be moments in the process of habituation
of the instrumental context in which meaning is not only imposed from
above by the noetic intentions, but also emerges from below, from the
spontaneous structuration of the interaction between the instrumental
complex and nature. To pursue Kant's well-known description of modern
science, there are moments in the process of forcing nature to answer
questions of human making when nature talks back and poses its own
questions, perhaps in the form of a vague solicitation by way of the
object's saliency subtly inviting further exploration, or, more dramatically, in the form of the precedent-breaking anomaly as T.S. Kuhn
describes the historical situation of the scientist.
In short, it seems to me that H. might justify the claims of scientific
realism far more effectively by availing himself of the insights of the
so-caUed "hermeneutic of facticity" developed by Heidegger, Gadamer
and Merleau-Ponty, oriented as it is toward the linguistic and historical
situation that undercuts the subject-object cut. For the hermeneutical
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shift even as H. describes it is a shift from the decoding to the direct reading of instrumental signals, accordingly a shift from the imposition from
above of a theoretical interpretation or explanation upon sensory dara,
in which the instrument stands in the position of a third person, to the
direct readout of the experimental situation through expository interpretation, in which the instrument lies on the side of the first person, so
that the literal first person finds himself directly immersed in and attuned
to the zone of interaction with nature 8 By indwelling in the instrumental
signs, the scientist thus approaches nature without the signal screen
before h i m . . , and vice-versa. Viewed in this way, the hermeneutic shift
would then be a movement that undercuts the subject-object cut and
enters into a situation of encroachment between subject and object,
conception and sensation, theory and observation, i.e. into the median
position of the "third term", which Kant ultimately located in the
unitary schemas of the transcendental imagination. A more likely
candidate for the median role in the form of life of the experimental
scientist is the tacit dimension of the corporeal schema, conceived b y
Merleau-Ponty as the relatively invariant organic framework of human
existence incorporating into its know-how all the typical structures of
the world of perception and praxis, and so capable of inhabiting the
standardized controlled environments of the instrumental world of
science.
And the corporeal schema is structured like a language, so that another
candidate for the middle term is the medium of language itself, especially
if we consider its "inner form" to be essentially outer-directed, or in
Humboldt's terms, a world view. The structures of scientific language
enter into the corporeal schema of the experimentalist when its abstract
models are incorporated into instrumental designs, which in turn are
seduced into the first person position through the finger exercises of experimental praxis. The abstract language thereby becomes an "operative
language," so that even a mathematical algorithm can "go straight to
entities no one has yet seen," bringing into play what l~Ierleau-Ponty has
called a "second visibilityT. ''
H. at one time maintained that the "second visibility" of science as
such is radically disparate from the first visibility of common-sense
perception. In a 1967 article 8, he insists more than once that physical
variables like electrical intensity and the electron are essentially and by
definition unrelated to perception, inasmuch as they are defined in relation
to instrumental contexts. Accordingly,-measured distance and perceived
distance simply do not have the same properties. The same term "distance"
is used in two different epistemological contexts and therefore has
6 " N a t u r e and its Transformations," p. 495.
7 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Visible and the Invisible, translated b y Alphonso Lingis
(Evanston: Northwestern UP, 1968)p. 153.
8 Patrick A. Heelan, "Horizon, Objectivity a n d Reality in the Physical Sciences,"
I~ternational Philosophical Quarterly V I I (I967) 3 7 4 - 4 1 2 ; esp. pp. 3 9 3 - 7 , 389.
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different meaning-structures and belongs to different horizons of reality.
Nevertheless, there is sufficient kinship between the two usages to
consider them analogous. Physical variables are at least indirectly
observable through the interpretation of the sensible symbols of their
presence, and these observable symbols serve "as criteria for the judgment
of existence and as token of the formal effect of particular interactions 9.,,
The physical variable can be affirmed as real within the matrix of scientific formalism and methodology when it is seen to be the terminal object
of a valid method of empirical inquiry.
Affirming existence on these grounds seems well-nigh to the argument
of a vicious circle, but perhaps we are at the same time not too far
removed from the more benevolent hermeneutical circle. But on the face
of it, it seems that the paper we have just heard marks a radical departure
from the theses of the 1967 article. For the upshot of thesis no 1 of today's
paper in its strongest formulation states that "scientific states of affairs
with properly scientific predicates are given with a critical absoluteness
in no way different from the way common and familiar objects are given
perceptually in the life-world." What is needed here is either an equilibration of the two apparently disparate positions through clarification of the
obtuse qualifying phrase " w i t h a critical absoluteness" or else some
indication of the reasons for the change in position.
The ontological status of scientific entities seems further vitiated by
the highly restrictive use of the term "noema" by H. 1°. Contrary to
Husserl's initial and most enduring intentions, ideal objects such as
mathematical and linguistic entities are excluded from the noematic
field; only objects of concrete factual knowledge are considered noemata.
Not even perceptual noemata of a higher order seem to be admitted, e.g.
the noematic system of a perceived thing and the system of invariant
structures of the life-world. Such a conception of noema comes dangerously
close to the thin immediacy of sense data k la Hume. It is spared such a
fate only through the intelligibility it borrows from the noetic intention.
It warrants the name of reality only by finding its place within the
horizon of the world heuristically structured by the noetic intention.
Even the concept of "world" or "horizon" is affected by the emphasis on
factual reality, when it is identified with a set of ontic realities, and thus
made accessible to empirical methods and amenable to formalized
languages. Consequently, the aim of physics seems to be ultimately
reduced to understanding factual particulars. The account of science is
oriented toward the terminal object of an inquiry which is the object of
an assertion of reality, which H. labels the "strict object."
In short, in the terms of the most recent discussions of the philosophy
of science, what stands out boldly is the context of justification, what is
being de-emphasized is the context of discovery. Consequently, in the
9 Quantum Mechanics and Objectivity, p. 160.
xo Ibid., Chapter I; also the 1967 article, pp. 379--387.
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spirit of complementarity, what must needs be added is an accounting of
the incipience of scientific truth, of the world or horizon as a chiaroscuro
field capable of indefinite yield to the point of revolutionary surprises, of
the abrupt halt and total reversal of the normal direction of the hermeneutical shift ill the encounter with the paradigm-shattering anomaly,
when the "structured vectors of inquiry" coming from the noetic direction
collide with the salient vectors arising from the noematic field, so that as
a result of the clash the hermeneutical process of making tile strange
familiar by exposing its hidden meaning must be radically repeated. To
m y mind, here is where the hermeneutical comes into play most forcefully
in natural science, which of course does not nullify but complements the
hermeneutical aspects of experimental and normal science.
Finally, it might be of interest to note, for the benefit of those who still
might feel that H.'s use of the term "hermeneuticaI" is a bit idiosyncratic, that the first hermeneutical dimension elaborated in any detail by
Heidegger is to be found in Being and Time in his account of the interpretive understanding that occurs in the pre-predicative environment of
handy gear, in der Umwelt des Zuhandenen.
Historical and Dialectical

In his treatment of the historical and dialectical dimensions of natural
science, H. necessarily raises his viewing-altitude from the individual
situation of the experimental scientist in order to consider entire traditions
encompassing perhaps 'centuries of historical change. Furthermore, he
offers us the even higher viewing-altitude of a formalized logic of conceptual frameworks and their transposition, generalized from his own more
specialized work in quantum logic. He is careful to note that this logic of
linguistic contexts is not itself phenomenology, but he offers it to phenomenologists as a heuristic aid ill their own problems with the historicity
of language.
Phenomenology, however, is primarily interested in meanings, i.e. the
intensional properties of language, whereas the Q-lattice is an extensional
logic. Accordingly, bridges must be cast between the extensional and the
intensional in order to pursue the suggestion that the relation of implication or partial ordering between languages may manifest some form of
analogy of meaning between them, and to determine the significance of
saying that "more can be said" in LAeB than in LA or LB, i.e. that it is the
non-distributive or "non-Boolean character of the complementarity relation that guarantees that the synthesis LA.B is richer than the antitheses
LA and L~ taken together but in mutual contextual isolationn. '' H.
therefore points to tile need for a theory of history which would permit
interpretation of the logical apriori of partial ordering in terms of more
n Patrick A. Heelan, "The Logic of Framework Transpositions," International Phil-

osophical Quarterly X I (1971) 314-334; esp. p. 329. My emphasis.
9*
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concrete, historically prior and necessary conditions of ordering that make
a richer language possible.
It is here that phenomenology might perhaps return the favor and offer
some heuristic aid to H. in the form of a phenomenological description
of the concrete situation in which a historical dialectic occurs. I am
referring to Gadamer's description of the hermeneutical situation, in
which a present interpreter confronts a baffling text out of the past,
which evokes a dialectic between their respective contexts that calls for
working out a language ~ommon to both, so that in the process a fusion of
the horizons of the present and the past takes place. The fusion provides
a new and larger context of interpretation within which the text again
speaks to us.
The issue is to establish the grounds upon which such an expansion of
contexts is made possible and to identify the source of the culminating
enrichment of meaning. As Gadamer describes it, the movement of
interpretation entails a movement of the transmission of tradition, i.e.
the movement of the hermeneutical circle in one of its more comprehensive
forms. For interpretation keeps the tradition alive, but in turn it is the
tradition whose precedents provide the basis for interpretation and
whose transmission to each new generation invites new interpretation.
Thus Gadamer speaks of an tJberlieferungsgeschehen, a happening of
tradition, and in so doing makes a Heideggerian-type turn and now seeks
out the conditions of possibility of situated interpretation and a hermeneutical answer to the phenomenological problem of Sinngebung. For
it is manifest that the tradition transmitting itself through the medium
of language in some sense delivers meaning to human understanding. Man
essentially belongs to a tradition, and to belong to a tradition means to
inherit a network of presuppositions which serve as precedents that
naturally provide the anticipations of meaning which guide our understanding of anything whatsoever. Without such prejudgments, we would
in fact not understand anything at all. Moreover, when at times the
message transmitted by the tradition strikes us as strange and thus poses
a question to us, in effect challenging the disposition and restrictions of
our current prejudgments -- i.e. the hermeneutical situation as already
described --, the new and more comprehensive presuppositions which
permit renewed understanding must themselves come from the depths
of the tradition. For, granted the finitude of man, we always interpret the
tradition only from within the tradition. It is ultimately this mysterious
pregnancy and fruitfulness of the occurrence of tradition for which a
philosophical hermeneutic must give an accounting.
In order to account for this depth dimension underlying the synthesized
outcome of the dialectical mediation of present and past, Gadamer points
to a spontaneous conceptual generation within language itself, a living
metaphoric, as it were, an inner dimension of multiplication which he
terms the "speculative" structure of language, according to which each
words mirrors the totality of meaning of a language and permits the
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emergence of the entire world-view which lies at its basis. Because each
word lets the whole of language appear as its suggestive unsaid, it has
infinite possibilities for finding ever new answers (etymologically "antiwords"). The ensuing dialectic is an inexhaustible play on words, a selfpropelled language game, "the play of language.itself, which speaks to us,
strikes forth and draws back, questions and in the answer fulfills itself le.,,
Moreover, the speculative, dialectical and thus historical structure of
language has an ontological dimension, insofar as language at its best
effaces itself in favor of its subject-matter, whereby the emergence of the
world occurs in and through language. In turn, the subject-matter which
comes to language is not something that precedes language, "but receives
in the word the determination of itselfl~. '' For an experience is not first
wordless and then subsumed under the generality of a word through
naming. One seeks and finds just the right words to display one's experience, and without them the experience itself would not be possible. In short,
there is no experiential distance between language and its subject-matter,
which mediates itself dialectically in language. For Gadamer as for
Heidegger, language is the locus of Being and Time, ultimately without
distinction from them. Such is the upshot of his analysis of the circle of
transmission and interpretation spontaneously transforming tile language
which in turn makes the circular or spiral movement possible.
By way of conclusion, I would like to briefly suggest something of how
this rapid gloss of the general features of Gadamer's hermeneutic bears on
the issue of understanding the historical phenomenon of natural science,
in which tile circle of transmission and interpretation is manifest at its
best in the relation between scientific progress and scientific discovery.
How knowledge develops in science is nowadays considered both in its
synchronics, e.g. the factors stimulating discovery, and its diachronics,
that is, the kind of historical movement or conceptual change involved,
whether evolutionary selection and adaptation (Popper, Lakatos,
Toutmin), linear accretion of facts (positivism), revolution ~ la Kuhn, or
a dialectical fusion, as in H.'s account on the model of quantum complementarity. The network of traditional precedents which guides
discovery or interpretation is variously caned the paradigm or disciplinary matrix (Kuhn), ideal of natural order (Toulmin), research program
(Lakatos), internal steering field (Radnitzky), or H.'s heuristic structure
of the noetic intention, to name only a few. Whatever the presuppositional set is called, it includes the ontological commitments of the scientific tradition concerning nature, as well as how it is to be epistemologically
approached. Inasmuch as the precedents are subject to continual
evolution through the pressures of puzzle solving and anomaly interpre1.2 Hans-Georg Gadamer, Wahrheit und Methode: Grundziige einer philosophischen
Hermeneutik (Tiibingen: Mohr, ~196S) p. 464. For a n overview of Gadamer's hermeneutic,
cf. m y article, " T h e Happening of Tradition: Tile Hermeneutics of Gadamer and Heidegger," Man and World I I (1969) 358--385.
13 Ibid., p. 450.
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tation, our view of nature also continually evolves. This seems to be the
general intent of H.'s claim that nature itself is historical lt.
Lowering the viewing-altitude at this point could bring out a somewhat
more situational side or synchronic character of the historicity of nature,
if we follow the guiding clue that nature reveals itself to the scientist only
according to the level that his presuppositions and categories permit.
Each discovery must await its proper time, the opportune moment when the
foundations of the science have developed sufficiently so that the conditions which prompt the discovery can be recognized. No matter what the
state of preparation of the individual researcher, he is subject to the
limits of the level of his science at that particular point of its history. The
importance of the preparation of the situation which makes a discovery
possible is demonstrated by the frequent occurrence of simultaneous
discoveries by independent workers in the field. There comes a time when
the potential of the field is such that a discovery cannot be postponed for
long.
We could then take a larger view and point out how the preparation for
certain kinds of discoveries may even take centuries and, moreover, depend
on the harvest of failures of the past from which they reap benefit. Einstein developed his more comprehensive scheme under the promptings of
anomalies that Maxwell's equations exposed in the Newtonian scheme,
which put Einstein on the path of correcting the defects in Newton's
assumptions: absolute space and time, action at a distance, lack of
justification for the equivalence of weight and inertia. These were defects
which the level of science in Newton's own day prevented him from
overcoming. But in the larger view, Einstein's achievement was prepared
by Newton himself and the entire tradition of science. The Newtonian
network of presuppositions itself provided the basis for its own displacement.
It is on the basis of such situational considerations that I propose, as
a way of organizing the diverse points made in this commentary on the
ontological, hermeneutical, historical and dialectical dimensions of natural
science, a rejuvenation of the old metaphor of the Book of Nature, which
can be epitomized through Heisenberg's observation that the subjectmatter of modern physics is no longer a nature in itself, but the network of
relationships between man and nature, here articulated in the basic
presuppositions and categories whose mediation lets reality "happen" to
the investigator only to the degree that these presuppositions at any one
time allow, so that the text of the universe is always read in historical
context and therefore read differently in different epochs. Most basically,
the Book of Nature is being read through such fundamental words as
t4 " N a t u r e a n d its Transformations," p. 501. Citations of other works b y H. incorporated in t h e above notes h a v e aimed to s u p p l e m e n t t h e s o m e t i m e s s k e t c h y r e m a r k s in t h e
paper u n d e r discussion, as well as to indicate t h e m o s t o p p o r t u n e formulation of various
points.
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space, time, matter and life, words which are bottomless in their possibilities, since they open onto what Heidegger calls the "abyss of Being."
Thus, the network of relationships that constitute nature is for man
rooted in the contexture of the primitive undefinable words of a language,
through which a scientist comes in most radical contact with, not a
N a t u r an sich, but a nature which happens to him through these words, a
nature which is thereby in an unending process of revealing itself and
hence, ill its very depths, historical 15.
is These reflections, along with a brief history of the metaphor of the Book of Nature,
are developed in a somewhat different context in "'Zu einer Hermeneutik naturwissenschaftlicher Entdeckung," Zeitsehri/t /ar allgemeine Wissenscha/tstheorie I I (1971) 195--221.
An earlier and shorter English version, entitled "Scientific Discovery: Logical, Psychological or Hermeneutical ?", is published in Explorations in Phenomenology, edited b y David
Cart and Edward Casey (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1973), pp. 263--284.
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Comments on Professor Kisiel's Commentary
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Professor Theodore Kisiel has understood well the thrust of m y paper
and his comments are acute and perceptive, alighting just on those
aspects of the analysis that need a corrective commentary or call for
further development in the light of the hermeneutic tradition. For those
comments and suggestions, I am very grateful. Some of them I accept as
part of a program for future work not yet accomplished, and others as
calling for some immediate response, explanation or clarification from me.
Kisiel has quite rightly added the corrective emphasis on the "salient
vectors arising from the noematic field" . . . "subtly inviting further
exploration". Kisiel insists that such a "questioning" of the questioner
by Nature, implying a "hermeneutic of facticity" is necessary to sustain a
scientific realism. I agree entirely with Kisiel, and if this aspect was not
stressed in the paper, the reason is that I was concerned with the variety,
development and ordering of noetic intention so as to have subject matter
for a logic of development, particularly for the lattice structure of dialectical development. Nature can have no purchase on the subiect, to arouse
questions or bring anomalies to light, except through the prior possession
by the subject of an actual or virtual noetic intention. Thus, m y special
interest in exploring the systematic aspect of the logic of discovery led me
to focus in the activity of the subject, for logic is in subjects, not in
objects.

